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From an Israeli-American cook who is passionate about building family through food comes a

vibrant new collection of more than 40 recipes for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. Michal Levison

shares bold takes on traditional fare, as well as inventive new dishes that will become hallmarks of

your holiday table. Influenced by her childhood in Israel as well as her travels throughout the world,

Michal connects cultural traditions with contemporary aesthetics and flavors. Classics rest

comfortably between modern, spice-driven dishes. You'll find plenty of tips, tricks and insights that

will inspire you to jump into the kitchen. You don't need to be Jewish to enjoy this cookbook. This is

a wonderful resource for the fall months, full of simple, fresh and delicious meals that work well for

everyone in the family.
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Michal Levison is dedicated to building family through food. She is passionate about bringing people

back into the kitchen where they can share stories, learn and have fun. Born in Israel but living in

the US, her cooking reflects the bold flavors of her homeland and the countries she has visited in

her travels. Michal teaches cooking workshops and is equally at home in the kitchen, at the piano

and on a trapeze. She loves to have fun and constantly looks for new challenges.

You don't have to be Jewish to appreciate the accessible and mouth-watering recipes in this fresh



new take on recipes that are appropriate for any seasonal celebration. Featuring autumnal family

favorites such as apple sauce, wine braised short ribs, roasted carrots, as well as exciting desserts

such as apple honey cake, crepe cake (!) and "boozy" fruit salad, Levison makes cooking a full meal

for the Rosh Hashana & Yom Kippur's break-the-fast a creative and culinary endeavor that will

dazzle your family and guests, while leaving you plenty of time to enjoy the celebration outside of

the kitchen. With easy instructions and inspiring visuals, this comprehensive collection of recipes is

appropriate for those new to the kitchen, and seasoned chefs looking for new ideas. Levison's

writing style is warm, intimate and deep--she makes you feel the love, history and meaning behind

the food she includes in this book. The rich array of recipes offer the possibility of mixing and

matching appetizers, main dishes, salads and sides and desserts to come up with dozens of meals

for everything from an "ordinary" dinner to a holiday celebration.Speaking of family: Israeli-born

Levison has a particular eye for building family life by bonding together over food preparation and

eating. In her engaging intro, she writes about the love for both the global way she was raised, and

the way it intimately influenced her approach to cooking. Her style is warm, engaging and

sure-handed. Having Levison's cookbook in hand is like sitting at her kitchen counter: she makes

cooking feel like a life-celebration shared with a good friend. Not only is the cookbook a handy go-to

for your kitchen, it makes a great gift for food enthusiasts and those who are looking for inspiring,

easy and time-saving recipes. Destined to become one of those stained-from-use cookbooks that

your kids will appreciate years from now because of the memories it creates.

I loved the recipes and liked the fact that many of the recipes are usable all through the year and

are not just for the holidays!!!!!

The best Jewish holidays cook book I own! Great recipes and unmistaken flavors.

Love this cookbook! Especially that brisket!

I'm in love with this cookbook. Every recipe is so simple, using ingredients that I mostly already

have and produce that is seasonal and fresh. Michal Levison doesn't over complicate anything and

the way she writes her recipes is as if she's your good friend telling it to you over the phone. No

fuss. But still plenty of flare. It's farm to table with a Mediterranean spin. Beautifully designed pages

and I love how each page highlights whether the recipe is gluten free, nut free, parve, egg free,

etc...just in case you need that. This is a cookbook that I will treasure for years and is staying on the



top of the pile. A real winner!

I made Michal's brisket for my extended family at our last holiday dinner. It received rave reviews.

Do yourself and your guests a favor and buy her cookbook!!!

My friend Michal Dagan Levison is the most multi-talented woman I know, with almost magical skills

in the kitchen!! If you would like Michal's miraculous creations on your Holiday tables, then buy her

new book causing a great buzz in culinary circles "SEASONED MOMENTS - ROSH HASHANA &

YOM KIPPUR, Recipes for a Happy New Year" will tantalize your tastebuds, and wow your guests!!

Chag Sameach and L'Shana
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